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E. liufmum Reactor Coalitnt Ouggn and Chloride and Flupride Concentration
[gr Power O gna_tig.aJ

Specifig tion:

| 1. The concentration of oxygen in the reactor coolant shall not exceed 0.1 ppm.

2. The concentration of chloride and-oM1uoMde in the reactor coolant shall
not exceed 0.15 ppm each.

3. The concentration of fluoride in the reactor.cochnt shall not' ektsed
0.15 ppm.

4. If the oxygen, concent-rat 4en-ano-lhe chloride or fluoride concentrations of
'in the reactor coolant simultaneouMy exceed the limits given in 1)', and 2)

or 3) repect4vMy, corrective action is to be taken immediately to return
the system to within normal operation specifications. If the normal
operational limits are not achieved within 24 hours tif discovery of thd|out--
of-specification condition, the reactor is to be brought to a hot shutdown
condition within an1 acditional 8 hours, if the system is not brought te
within specifications within en-addWienaM4 48-hours of| discovery pened,
the system is to be brought to a cold shutdown condition within an
additional _12L hours, and the cause of the out-of-specification operation
ascertained and corrected. ,

?
Basis:

-

By maintaining the oxygen, chloride and fluoride concentration in the reactor
|+

coolant within the limits as specified by -E 1), 2) and 3), the functional ~

integrity of the materials of the Reactor Coolant System is assured under all -

aperating conditions.(" 1,

if these limits are exceeded, measures can be taken to cor rect the condition,
e.g., replacement of ion exchange resin or adjustment of the hydrogen concentra-
tion in the volume control tank", and further because of the time-dependent

,

nature of any adverse effects arising from oxygen, chloride and flucride concon-
tration in excess of the limits, it is unnecessary to shut down immediately since ,

the condition can be corrected. Thus t'no period of 24 hours for corrective
action to restore the concentrations within the limits has been established. If

the correttive action has not been effective at the end of the 24-hour period,
then the reactor will be brought to the hot shutdown condition in a normal,
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E.6_ntys1.~16d.,%.,Ehh,',6,? and the corrective action will continue. If at the end'of e
fur 41eB4 tije|J8 hour period the corrective action has not been effective,:long 4

'

. term corrective. action co'ild be required.ond The reactor will be brought to the
cold shutdown condition jhla'MormalMc6nn'611eFnianneQhd'[icti6nli:bstlii0sdit[h;
Eo dic~tithF;60G6 f 4 ppci f lc.a t i o n fs6hd i tj on .
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* FSAR Section 4.2
"' FSAR Section 9.2
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